Humic-Like Substances (HULIS) in Aerosols of Central Tibetan Plateau (Nam Co, 4730 m asl): Abundance, Light Absorption Properties, and Sources.
Humic-like substances (HULIS) are major components of light-absorbing brown carbon that play an important role in Earth's radiative balance. However, their concentration, optical properties, and sources are least understood over Tibetan Plateau (TP). In this study, the analysis of total suspended particulate (TSP) samples from central of TP (i.e., Nam Co) reveal that atmospheric HULIS are more abundant in summer than that in winter without obvious diurnal variations. The light absorption ability of HULIS in winter is 2-3 times higher than that in summer. In winter, HULIS are mainly derived from biomass burning emissions in South Asia by long-range transport. In contrast, the oxidation of anthropogenic and biogenic precursors from northeast part of India and southeast of TP are major sources of HULIS in summer.